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DESIGNED

Style matters. It’s the outward
expression of how we feel. But
practicality matters too. Hyundai explores
just what can be done with both,
deliberately moving away from accepted
forms to deliver one that breaks new
ground: the Veloster.

02

ENGINEERED

Engineering matters. You want
performance and you want efficiency.
You want each and every element of a
car working in perfect harmony.
For all the places you have to go
and the things you want to do.

03

CONNECTED

Staying connected matters.
The latest technological devices are
no longer peripheral to our lives,
they’re at the centre of it. Music and
phone calls, why be without them when
you take to the road?
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EXTERIOR STYLING

From the front, the Veloster displays a characteristic boldness. Low to the ground and with the wheels set wide apart, the Veloster has hexagonal radiator grille
and distinctive headlamp design to convey modernity and confidence. With the roof sloping downwards from front to back, and the short front overhang,
the Veloster’s profile is everything you’d expect from a punchy, athletic coupé. Practicality is in evidence through the two doors on the kerb side.

Sculptural and refined side character lines for sleek side image.

The front pillars are coloured black, providing a striking,
sporty contrast to the rest of the body colour.

Distinctive lower side character line.

Futuristic head lamps and refined grill,
emphasizing & sporty image.
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EXTERIOR FEATURES

Bonnet character lines

The bonnet is profiled into two planes and
features symmetric cutouts, adding to the
sportiness.

Bumper

At the centre of the robust bumper is the
hexagonal grille, a recognisable Hyundai
design feature.

Projection headlamps (Premium Only)

The headlamps feature LEDs, projecting a bright,
accurate beam focus onto the road ahead.

Side mirror repeaters

Stylishly-shaped side mirrors feature LED
repeaters, for maximum high-tech character
and increased visibility when turning.

Fog lamps

Set low on the bumper, sporty fog lamps
complement the headlamps with their stylish,
modern design.

Linking bonnet hinge

The bonnet hinge is linked to the front door,
a detail that allows the bodywork to flow in
an uninterrupted line.

Chrome outside door handles

Chrome outside door handles are striking on
the eye, cool to the touch and add a real
dose of sporting individuality.

Safety power window

The safety power window detects if an
object is in the way when moving up,
automatically moving down again for safety.
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The Veloster’s rear embodies the same qualities of dynamism and advanced styling that make the front and side of the car so distinctive.
Uniquely designed rear lamps and a centred twin tip exhaust are signature design touches.

The hatchback style makes Veloster fashionable style.

ASYMMETRY DOOR
One on the driver’s side, two on the kerb side.
The Veloster’s door configuration sets it apart from the competition.
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Twin tip contributes to the sensual aesthetics.

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Panoramic sunroof (Premium Only)

The panoramic sunroof is a 2-piece type, with
the front part opening electronically to let in
fresh air and sunshine.

Rear spoiler and wiper blade

A rear spoiler improves fuel efficiency and
driving stability, while a flat blade rear
wiper blends harmoniously with the modern
exterior design features.

Rear view camera (Premium Only)

A camera in the tailgate handle displays the
view to the rear on the 7” LCD screen, to help
with parking.

Twin tip centre exhaust

The twin tip centre exhaust, stylishly shaped
and built into the rear bumper, gives the
Veloster an abundance of sporting
character.

Rear parking assist system

Sensors in the rear bumper detect obstacles
when reversing, a buzzer sounding when the
car gets too close to an object or kerb with
visual display.

Hidden door handle

The door handles accentuate the vehicle’s
smooth lines. In the same colour as the
bodywork, they blend with the overall image.

LED Rear combination lamps

(Premium Only)
Curved to follow the bodywork where the
rear meets the sides of the car, wing-style
rear combination lamps combine style with
technology.

Wheel arches

Muscular wheel arches give the impression
the car is leaping forward and highlight the
sportiness of the whole wheel area.
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INTERIOR STYLING

The driver space reflects the desire to provide a sporty, dynamic area that’s made complete by the addition of high-tech, stylishly designed components. It combines features
that appeal visually and also make the car fun to drive. The interior of the Veloster features elements designed to deliver on the demands of young, active people.
These include 60:40 folding rear seats for flexible luggage carrying, dual cup holders and a pocket on the sunvisor.

Cup holder and storage space

A cup holder located on the centre console
provides occupants with a convenient place
to keep their drinks. Also in the rear seat.

Centre fascia

Taking its design cue from the fuel tank of
a motorbike, the convex centre fascia has
both aesthetic and functional beauty.
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Engine start/stop button with smart key
The engine start/stop button is designed
to look like a cat’s eye, to stand out,
especially at night.

Door grip handles

Door grip handles continue the consistent
design of the interior, being both easy on
the eye and satisfying to the touch.

115V power outlet in storage box

This provides 115V AC power, so that users
can recharge external devices like laptops
and gaming consoles.

INTERIOR FEATURES

Black high glossy trim

Black high gloss trim is used on HVAC panel.

Audio controls switch

The driver can control the audio system
from a switch on the left-hand spoke.

Supervision cluster

With two cylinder-type dials, driving
information shown includes trip computer,
ECO drive, vehicle condition, temperature
and driving mode.

6:4 folding

Full folding

Full auto air conditioner (Premium Only)

Hands-free control switch (Premium Only)

Power window controls

Folding rear seats

Seat belt extension guide

Over head console (Sunglass case)

Centre fascia

Active headrests

Just set the desired temperature and let the
system take care of the rest ensuring a
customised interior climate that is fully
comfortable.

A seat belt extension guide for the driver
seat puts the belt in the optimum position
for comfort and convenience.

A switch on the lower spoke controls the
Bluetooth hands free system.

In the ceiling between the two front seats, a
sunglasses case is positioned where it’s
most convenient.

Include convenient single touch auto
function and a power window lock-out
switch.

The centre fascia, designed for functionality
and aesthetics, also incorporates a storage
area.

Folding rear seats, splitting in a 60:40 ratio,
offer plenty of luggage-carrying versatility
and make it easy to carry unusual-shaped
objects.

Active headrests move up and forward in
the event of a rear impact, protecting the
head and neck and guarding against
whiplash.
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The interior room space of the Veloster is superior to its competitors. Luggage space is also large.
Combined with the versatility of the folding rear seats, this means generous transportation room for a compact car.

Dimension & Interior Space

Luggage space

Interior space has been maximised to provide 1,919mm of total leg room
and 1412mm of maximum shoulder room.

Trunk volume is 440 cubic litres. With a tailgate opening length of
1,037mm, it’s easy for users to access the luggage area to get their
gear in and out.
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* Wheel tread : 17 inch (F/R) : 1,561 / 1,574
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990 (945)

FUEL EFFICIENCY

Aerodynamics play a big role in fuel efficiency. Those of the Veloster are the result of extensive testing,
resulting in design features that improve fuel consumption and overall performance.

Aerodynamics
The Veloster’s low, coupé profile enhances its aerodynamics. Designed to out-perform
competing vehicles, its smooth contours also provide lower fuel consumption.

Rear spoiler

The rear spoiler improves high speed fuel
efficiency and driving stability.

Tyres

The tyres’ exposure to oncoming wind has
been reduced, to lessen air resistance.

Type
Coefficient
of drag (Cd)

VELOSTER

0.32
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ENGINES

Aerodynamics play a big role in fuel efficiency. Those of the Veloster are the result of extensive testing,
resulting in design features that improve fuel consumption and overall performance.

On the one hand, high efficiency, on the other, low fuel consumption and emissions
The Veloster’s engine Gamma 1.6 D-CVVT delivers reduced fuel consumption and frugal emissions, essential properties in our environmentally-conscious world. The engine
built from solid aluminium blocks and feature ladder frame construction, for less weight with more strength. A comprehensive range of noise-reduction techniques
counteract the effects of resonation, vibration and harshness, to offer a comfortable, quiet drive. Helping the drive still further is motor driven power steering, providing
better steering performance and fuel efficiency, and cutting down on driver fatigue. And because it’s just as important to have smooth efficiency at low speeds as well as
high, a highly durable, maintenance-free timing chain minimises noise during idling and acceleration.

Gamma 1.6 MPI Engine
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Automatic transmission

The 6-speed automatic transmission features
fully variable line pressure control and oil
pressure deviation adjustment.
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78
1500

Power (ps)

Torque (Nm)

Generating 132 ps at 6,300 rpm, this unit features an OCV with built-in filters,
and replaceable head and head covers.
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0
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Engine Speed (rpm)

Type
Displacement (cc)

1.6MPI
1,591

Max · Power (ps/rpm)

132 / 6,300

Max · Torque (Nm / rpm)

158 / 4,850

Manual transmission

The 6-speed manual transmission is built
with a key and ball type synchromesh and
optimised gear tooth forms.
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RIDE & HANDLING

The construction of the Veloster’s suspension helps deliver a responsive yet comfortable ride where the driver is always in control.
A range of engineering technologies soak up vibrations from the road, helping to reduce driver fatigue.

Suspension

Plus Information
Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)
By eliminating the hydraulics of a conventional power steering system,
MDPS using electric current and motor to enable varying degrees of
power assist in different situation from parking to high speed driving.
Most importantly of all, helps save fuel.

1 Steering input

2 Torque & steering
angle sensor

4 Motor and decelerator
5
Steering 6
power generation

Tube

McPherson strut suspension
The front wheels are built using a McPherson strut,
for improved handling and smoother driving.
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Shaft

Ball & Bush

3 Control unit

• Driving speed
• Input torque steering angle
• Engine RPM

Ball Slip-type U-joint
The innovative design of this assembly
reduces torque load and range of the
sliding force for improved steering
response and noise reduction.

N.V.H

Driving enjoyment is heavily dependent on reducing noise - that created by rushing air and friction noise caused by contact with the road surface.
Various noise-reduction techniques are used in the Veloster to counteract the effects of noise, vibration and harshness.

Noise, Vibration and Harshness

Current
(Dual)

New
(Single)

Wind turbulence noise
around the sunroof deflector
is reduced by the use of a
single skin mesh.

Body vibration and sound
resonation improved through
thicker and optimised swelling
sealer and damping material
for body.

1 > 3mm

20.8 > 30.8mm

By increasing the width and
length of the lip on the
outside door handles, wind
noise is reduced in this area.

Sound absorption improved
thanks to triple DASH ISO
PAD and sound absorption
used for the whole DR TRIM.

Unit: dB

VELOSTER

Idle vibration (Wheel)

101

Idle vibration (Floor)

93

Idle noise

38

Idle booming

70

Acceleration noise

51

Road noise

74

Noise at constant speed

67
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ACTIVE SAFETY

The aim of the Veloster’s active safety measures is to ensure the driver stays in control at all times. There are technologies that
deploy when moving, when stationary, when parked on an incline and when traveling over poor road surfaces.

ESP (Electronic Stability Programme)

VSM (Vehicle Stability Management)

Electronic Stability Programme controls brake
pressure and engine output in the event of a sudden
change of direction, acceleration and braking, to
bring the car safely under control.

A Vehicle Stability Management system ensures shortened braking
distances and improved handling by assisting steering system under
asymmetric road surface conditions where traction among the four tyres
can suddenly become uneven.

ESP unit

YAW &
G sensor

How ESP corrects oversteer

Steering assistance (toward the
direction of low-friction surface)

How ESP corrects understeer
Sensor signaling
•Vehicle wheel speed
•Deceleration •Yaw moment
•Steering wheel rotating angle
•Pedal force

Real time
signal
detection

ESP

Active
control

> Braking pressure control
> Engine power control

ABS/TCS (Traction control system)
A Traction Control System prevents the wheels
skidding when starting, accelerating and driving
up a steep incline.
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Auxiliary
steering

MDPS

Sensor of
steering angle

Frt wheel
speed sensor

Under-steer steering
assistance (+)

When braking on the
asymmetric surface

ESC

Rear wheel
speed sensor

Vehicle position control
•Under steer correction
•Over steer correction

Brake force
control

VDC ECU

“Vehicle Safety Secured”

Engine torque
control

VSM

BAS (Brake assist system)
A Brake Assist System shortens the stopping
distance in emergency braking situations, by
stepping up the braking power.

MDPS

Over-steer steering
assistance (-)

Steering
torque
control

HAC (Hillstart assist control)
By maintaining brake pressure, Hill-start Assist
Control prevents the Veloster slipping backwards
when starting off uphill or downhill.

PASSIVE SAFETY

The airbags provide protection in the event of a collision. They reduce the possibility of head injuries
and prevent occupants from being catapulted forwards.

Airbag

Plus information

2 Airbags
The airbag system consists of driver airbag and front-seat passenger
airbag.

Front impact management
For increased protection in a frontal collision, both the dash cross member
and dash cross side member are large and strong. An asymmetrically-shaped
driver-side air bag takes into account the body’s morphology, helping
improve neck and chest protection.
Side impact management
An asymmetric dual centre rail roof and pillar structure protects the vehicle
and its occupants in a side collision.

Large dash cross member

Asymmetric airbag

Dual centre rail roof

B-PLR /roof
side hot stamping
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CONVENIENCE

First comes input: connect an iPhone or other external device via USB, and a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone to make calls hands-free.
Then comes output: sound reaches your ears via a premium sound system with speakers fore and aft. Of course, the Veloster takes care of the visual as well as the audible,
with highresolution 7” LCD screen showing information in sharp detail.
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Shaped like by the fuel tank of a motorbike, the centre fascia blends aesthetics
and functionality to perfect effect. Referencing Generation Y’s preference for an
outdoor, active lifestyle, the interior styling of the Veloster is robust and purposeful,
with details that emphasize the car’s fun-to-drive quality. Every interior element
delivers a feeling of toughness, from the bold centre fascia to the metal-painted details
around the centre fascia, gearstick, door handles, air vents and supervision cluster.

Brown GUI

Blue GUI

Black GUI

Gracenote

3 Colour GUI & Gracenote

Veloster provides 3 kinds of GUI to support user’s emotional diversity. GUI editing detects the movement
of a finger on the screen, When playing music through an iPhone, Gracenote allows song and music
data to be displayed on the Veloster’s LCD screen.

Premium sound system (Premium only)

The Autonet premium audio system, features a central speaker, external amplifier and subwoofer.

Bluetooth-handsfree (Premium Only)
Integrated Bluetooth allows music
to be streamed and phone calls to
be made and received hands-free
using any Bluetooth compatible
external device.

7 inch TFT touch screen sound and multimedia system

The switches and controls to access the Veloster’s convenient multimedia functions are placed within
easy reach on the centre console. A large, 7” LCD displays all information, while users can easily plug in
external devices thanks to USB connection.

Audio controls switch

The driver can control the audio system from a
switch on the left-hand spoke.

AUX/USB/RCA cable

Users can connect an external device such as a
camcorder, using the cable that came with the
device and with simple USB connection.
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RANGE COMPARISON

Veloster
Gamma 1.6 M/T

Veloster
Gamma 1.6 A/T

Veloster
Gamma 1.6 A/T

EXTERIOR
17" Alloy Wheels
Multi Reflector Headlamps
Front Fog Lamps

EXTERIOR
17" Alloy Wheels
Multi Reflector Headlamps
Front Fog Lamps

INTERIOR
Cloth Seats
AV (Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)

INTERIOR
Cloth Seats
AV (Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)

EXTERIOR
18" Bi-colour Alloy Wheels
Projection Headlamps with LED
Front Fog Lamps
LED Rear Lamp Combination
Aero Wiper

4 Speakers + 2 Tweeters
Manual Air Conditioning
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Manual Transmission

4 Speakers + 2 Tweeters
Manual Air Conditioning
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Auto Transmission

SAFETY
Dual Airbag
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System)

SAFETY
Dual Airbag
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System)
ESP (Elec. Stability Programme)
VSM (Vehicle Stability Management)
HAC (Hillstart Assist Control)

Premium

INTERIOR
Leather Seats
AV (Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
4 Speakers + 2 Tweeters
Premium Sound System with Centre SPK, Sub Woofer, Ext, Amp
Bluetooth Handsfree
Panoramic Sunroof
Full Auto Air Conditioning
Reverse Camera
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Auto Transmission
SAFETY
Dual Airbag
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System)
ESP (Elec. Stability Programme)
VSM (Vehicle Stability Management)
HAC (Hillstart Assist Control)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Exterior

Gamma 1.6 D-CVVT

VELOSTER

M/T

A/T

Premium

Head Lamp

Multi-reflector

Front Fog Lamps

Engine
Displacement (cc)

Rear Lamp Combination

1591

Bore x Stroke (mm)

77 x 85.4

Compression Ratio

10.5

Projection with LED
Yes

Wiper Type

Bulb Type

LED Type

Conventional

Aero

Interior

Max Power (ps/rpm)

132/6300

Seats

Max Torque (Nm/rpm)

158/4850

Leather Wrap Steering and Gear Knob

Cloth

Leather
Yes

Audio

Transmission
Transmission

6-Speed M/T

AV (Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)

6-Speed A/T

Yes

4 Speakers + 2 Tweeters

Brakes
Front Brake Type

Ventilated Disc

Rear Brake Type

Solid Disc

Yes

Premium Sound System with Centre SPK, Sub Woofer, Ext, Amp

-

Steering Wheel Audio Control
Bluetooth Handsfree

Suspension

-

McPherson Strut

Rear Suspension

Coupled Torsion Beam Axle

Panoramic Sunroof

-

Smart Key with Start Stop Button

Wheels & Tyres
Tyres

7.0Jx17

7.5Jx18

215/45R17

215/40R18

Air Con

Dual airbags - Driver and Passenger

ABS

Yes

ESP

-

Yes

VSM

-

Yes

HAC

-

Yes

Yes
Yes

Manual

Trip Computer

Full Auto Air Con
Yes

Reverse Camera

Safety & Security
Airbag

Yes

Comfort & Convenience

Front Suspension

Wheels

Yes
Yes

-

Yes

Rear Parking Assist System

Yes

Immobiliser

Yes

Electric Adjust Mirror & Folding Control

Yes

Steering
Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Yes

Steering Tilt & Telescopic

Yes

Min. Turning Radius (m)

5.2

*Specifications, colours and car shown are subject to change and may differ from those in the brochure without prior notice.

EXTERIOR COLOUR GUIDE

White Crystal
PGU (Solid)

Veloster Red
P9R (Pearl)

Sleek Silver
RHM (Metallic)

Vitamin C
R9A (Pearl)

Sonic Silver
N9S (Metallic)

Green Apple
VE9 (Pearl)

WHEELS COLOUR

17-inch alloy wheels (MT/AT)

18-inch bi-colour alloy wheels (Premium)
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Help is at hand with the FREE 24/7 Roadside Assist*. Designed to provide protection to Hyundai owners in case of accidents,
vehicle breakdown, parts malfunction or even a flat tyre. Roadside Assist will provide you with assistance needed, covering
on-site repair or towing services. Here we present you the ultimate freedom to roam with peace of mind like never before.
Terms & conditions apply.
* Refer to 24/7 Roadside Assists leaflet for details.

Discover the world. Be thrilled that the Veloster is assured up to 300,000km or 5 years, whichever is earlier, an
exclusive warranty for all Hyundai users. That means you can drive up to 164 kilometres a day for 5 years and know
that your Veloster is taken care of. You can even choose to drive across the globe up to 7 times! Our bold testament
is a testimony of Hyundai's faith in our vehicles.

Hyundai-Sime Darby Motors
www.hyundai.com.my
Customer Careline / 24-7 Roadside Assist

1300-13-2000
Hyundai Malaysia

FS-1211

People’s expectation towards individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old understanding
of cars has become outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it became an integral part of their lives. At the same time,
the automobile industry has experienced seismic change. Hyundai Motor Company has grown rapidly to become one of the largest
automakers, backed by world class production capability and superior quality. We have now reached a point where we need a
qualitative approach to bring bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers. This is an opportunity to move forward and
we have developed a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take a big leap. Led by our new slogan and the new thinking
underlying it, we will become a company that keeps challenging itself to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.

